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Where do we begin? Where do we come from?

It begins somewhere, sometime, someplace.

It begins with a brick.
Then another.
Brick by brick, the foundations are laid. Slowly, the
body of a self emerges, the body of a house is
erected.

Agnieszka Studzińska’s third collection, Branches of
a House, written in three parts, begins with the
Foundations. “…Now when I build, I shall begin/ With
the smoke from the chimney,” thus begins the
epigraph to the poem, from Leopold Staff.

Studzińska moves onto other beginnings: beginnings
“With shapes in the margins”, “With the haunting of
walls”, “With ink inhabiting skin”. Towards the end of
the opening poem, she asks:

Whose hands shape these structures?
Whose architecture or bones?
Whose history in the hem of skirts?
In the pockets of brickwork?

And so it begins. Swiftly, the architecture of the
collection comes together. A picture emerges.
Poems titled Architecture, Brick, Attic, Body House
and Area follow. They lay the ground and give way
for other concretely titled poems, for Spaces and
Doorways.

Studzińska, who has a penchant for noting colours
and nestling words between ampersands, writes in
Brick (a poem where this tendency is exemplified):

… It is as if the brick moves through him
or we through the brick, the house changing in

registers of
light.

[…]
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… There are bricks
wherever we look & fallen branches & families re-

writing
their version of what they were told. There are

ghost houses
in every village & houses in every ghost as it

enters through
an open window of that distant dwelling while

you bury
yourself deeper inside it. You too move through

these bricks,
the blue wind cooling your almost blue face while

you listen
to conversations cobwebbed in unlikely corners.

All this looking, this changing, this re-writing, this
dwelling, this moving, this listening, this “breath
building bricks” is in anticipation, in “preparation for
a house to be that house again”. Tracing a lost family
and lost country, a lost language and lost way of life,
Studzińska’s assured and atmospheric poetics –
suffused with spectres and silences and stitched
together with tremblings and remembering – gives
attention to that which is unsaid, unmade, undone,
and unhomely. How to begin to build from the
rubble, the ruins? How do we conceive of the body
personal and construct the body politic?

In an elegiac poem, Body House, written after House
of Self by Alice Notley, she writes:

find it hard
all this

going back
to house my body
house again my body
body house –
another wall & room

doors open
the smell of ghosts

on my body

She remembers her grandmother observing, saying
she was a woman now, at 19.

And yet, she was still only a child – “in that child house”:

how difficult
to have missed my growing
nothing
can bring back that back
not this body
standing before her
the body in the house
I left
the body in the house
I came back to –

And yet, despite the moving (away) and returning
(again), doors open: doors that lead through laments
and liminalities, through thresholds of skin and state,
and towards some nostalgic and natal sense of one’s
self, one’s body house.

In the title poem Branches of a House, which begins
part two of the collection, this body house – and the
house – come all the more alive through mapped
landscapes and photographs, history and memory
(“Memory is a house on fire/ in the bones of brick/ in
possession of her”). She counts backwards and
travels back in time. “The house breathes her out./
She breaths you back in./ They speak in silence, the
blue shadows of breath misspell home.” In the
shadows and the “soft disappearances”, in the
muddled memories and misspellings, something
emerges. She asks: “What things we have forgotten
are housed?” The architecture of her own body
house has altered, but there are traces to be
followed, archives to be found.

if a memory
this is not the house but it stood here

Something has shifted; she is not where she once
was. But the house – the skeleton of the origin story,
the first brick at the beginning – is somewhere in
these stanzas. One need only reach out and hold on
to its tangled branches.
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Where do we begin? Where do we come from?

It begins somewhere, sometime, someplace.

It begins in the amnion, the innermost membrane
that encloses the embryo.

Stephanie Sy-Quia’s first collection, tilted Amnion,
builds – more ambitiously and capaciously – not a
house, but a family tree. An epic prose poem,
structured in three parts – I: Spandrels, II: Narthex, III:
Hapax Legomena – and ending with an epilogue,
Epithalamion: the poet here charts itineraries and
colonial geographies (from Manila to Munich and
Myanmar), traces roots and routes, documents
missteps and the mundane, sweeps aside “millennia
worth of staggered mistranslations” and shuffles

… ALL THE SHARDS of what came to me broken
and I have not pried, for dealing in shards is what

I wanted;
these being my inheritance.

Through shedding light at these shards, (“I contain/
All those anecdotal crumbs passed over vestiged
meals when they/ Impressed their cloisonné
mythologies: 9/11, Word War One, Battle of/ Britain,
rationing résistance, Russians coming…”), a
memoiristic scene emerges, a family tree forms –
branching far and wide. Sy-Quia holds out her
wandering, often fragile, hands – “(A fathom is the
distance between outstretched hands),” she writes,
in one of several bracketed asides – wondering how
empires die (“Empires are like milk teeth./ They fall.”)
and families are born anew. Through intertextuality,
translation, and the taint of intergenerational trauma,
and written from “the inky heart of empire”, emerges
a text that is deeply personal and daringly
postcolonial – a deep dive into the geographies,
histories, and languages of the past and a gift for
posterity.

Mother, Father, you move in processional
monumental, hacked of your origins to be
enshrined in this museum I

have made
a cathedral for all my colonialisms
Mama, Papa, names I have not called you –

[…]

Look!
I have built you a cathedral (Summer 1986)

Sy-Quia comes from many beginnings, and it is her
many meanderings – her segues and digressions –
that form the building blocks of, and strengthen the
pillars of, the monument that is Amnion.

One of this story’s beginnings takes place in my
grandmother’s nineteen-
year-old-body.

If we are to go back again: there were three
sisters (great-great-aunts) by
names of Fe, Esperanza and Caridad.

Back again, elsewhere: my other grandmother
was born in Sheffield in 1927.

One of this story’s beginnings takes place in my
grandmother’s forty-year-
old body, which was rare at the time.

A tribute and a treasure for her parents, who were
once “hacked” of their origins,” she “sob[s] a little
softly for all the absences in a childhood not my
own.” From these sobs arise sparks of resistance
(“What is a cathedral?/ A show of force.”) and acts
of recovery (“Postcolonial/ Postcode/ (lottery)/ Post
imperial/ We were learning, with great viciousness,
to unzip one another of our/ illusions.”), so that when
she’s plagued with the question, “Where are you
from?”, a one-line response turns into a single-
sentence-long paragraph. Exasperated, perhaps
defeated, she writes: “No room in their view for
people like me.” And yet, she has built a room of her
own. A cathedral to call her own.
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Where do we begin? Where do we come from?

It begins somewhere, sometime, someplace.

Ishaq Imruh Bakari’s fourth collection, The Madman
in this House, begins with the dawn of a new planet,
its first section titled, ‘New Planet of the Apes’. It also
begins with a meeting, a homecoming. Titled Pleased
to meet you, El Negro, it’s the story of the ‘Negro of
Banyoles’, who was “carried away to Europe in
death” and whose stuffed remains were displayed in
European museums for almost two centuries. On
October 2000:

And finally, the boxed
delivery from showroom
heaven, fuzzy hair is all
that stood the test of time.
Repatriated fittings and fixtures
fortified in the consecrated
European mind a national
treasure was prepared to be
received into African soil

“… there is no other way to begin/ without knowing
the ending,” he writes, in another poem, A Waltz of
Penguins. In writing about endings, in beginning
from endings – from Grenfell (The Grenfell Tower
Murderer) to George Floyd (The Impossibility of
Being Black), Guantánamo Bay (Force-Feeding in
Guantánamo) to Gaza (a series of poems), he goes
back to the echoes and embers of colonial
encounters, which have travelled throughout the
world into the 21st century.

Through his poems, Bakari wishes to build a new
world, but not without exposing the evils, and
dismantling the dangers, of the old one first. “There
is a place you say/ where the sun shines after
sunset,” he writes, in From the Ashes of a Map. This is
the place he, too, is writing from, all the while asking:
“What thing of value… will remain? What thing of
value… will be left?” When we burn down the old
word order, what will be built in its place? Where do
we begin? Where do we come from? And, bricks and
poems in hand, where will we go from here?

Sana Goyal is a writer and editor based between
Birmingham and Bombay. She is the Deputy Editor
at Wasafiri magazine and the Marketing and
Outreach Officer at Poetry Birmingham Literary
Journal. Her work has appeared in the Guardian, the
Los Angeles Review of Books, Poetry London and
elsewhere.
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